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“Sheōl” & “Hadēs”

Their Meaning and Usage in the Word of God
Part 2 of 2

by — E.W. Bullinger (1837-1913)
Discarding, therefore, everything outside of the
Word of God, we note that,
1. The Greek word Hadēs occurs eleven
times in the N.T. As the occurrences are
so few, we shall be able to examine each
passage in detail, as we were not able to
do in the large number (65) of the occurrences of the Hebrew word Sheōl.
2. In the A.V. this word is rendered ten times “hell,”
and once “grave” (I Corinthians 15:55). This has
the marginal alternative “hell,” while in Revelation 20:13, the Text “hell” has “the grave” in the
margin.
3. In the R.V., and in the American R.V., every one
of these passages is rendered uniformly “hades”
without any alternative rendering in the margin.
We now give the complete list:
1. Matthew 11:23, “And thou, Capernaum, shalt be
brought down to Hadēs.”
2. 16:18, “The gates of Hadēs shall not prevail
against it.”
3. Luke 10:15, “And thou, Capernaum … shalt be
brought down to Hadēs.”
4. 16:23, “ And in Hadēs.”
5. Acts 2:27, “Thou wilt not leave my soul in Hadēs.”
6. 2:31, “His soul was not left in Hadēs.”
7. I Corinthians 15:55, “O Hadēs [A.V., “grave”]
where is thy victory.”
8. Revelation 1:18, “I have the keys of death and of
Hadēs.”

9. 6:8, “His name … was Death, and Hadēs followed after him.”
10.
20:13, “And death and Hadēs [A.V.
marg., “or, the grave”] delivered up the
dead.”
11. 20:14, “And death and Hadēs were
cast into the lake of fire.”
In our examination of “Sheōl” we showed that
THE grave (not A grave) was the only rendering
which accurately represents the Hebrew word Sheōl.
As Hadēs is used by the Holy Spirit as the N.T. substitute for the O.T. Sheōl, it follows that the same meaning must be given to Hadēs in the N.T.
Our readers will see that there is not one of the eleven passages where this may not be done, with great
advantage to the elucidation of the text, and to the
understanding of its meaning. Before we do this,
let us note an important principle laid down in the
twentieth of the “Thirty-nine Articles of Religion.”
It is not lawful … to … so expound one place of
Scripture, that it be repugnant to another.
This principle is true because, as no one text is repugnant to another, it is clear that to explain one as
being so repugnant is what cannot lawfully be done.
If one passage appears to be repugnant to others, ►
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Is not God Himself infinitely more than all His gifts? – J.R. Miller (1840-1912)

then there is something amiss either as to the translation of it, or as to our understanding of it. In this case
it behooves us to examine it and see where the fault
lies. The one must be understood and explained in
the light of the many; the one apparently more difficult passage must be made clear by the others which
are quite plain.
If this method is not possible, then the difficult passage must be left unsolved for the present, with the
prayer that God will, in His own time, bestow the
needed grace and light. Yet in no case must we allow that one difficult passage to disturb all of the
others which are clear, nor must we give heed for a
moment to any false teaching which Tradition may
have founded upon its misunderstanding or perversion of that one passage, whether through ignorance
or malice.
With these preliminary observations we will consider each passage in order.
1. Matthew 11:23
And thou, Capernaum … shall be brought down
to Hadēs.
This suggests but one fact, viz., the terrible judgment
pronounced by our Lord against Capernaum: once
a flourishing town in Palestine, but known now (in
proof of the truth of this prophecy) only by a few insignificant mounds in which the ruins are actually
buried.

What or where Hadēs is, is not stated. The word
“down” is the only guide as to direction.
Isaiah 14:14-15 sheds further light, especially if we
place the two passages side by side and put the words
as they are in the Original:
Matthew 11:23

Isaiah 14:14-15

And thou, Capernaum,
which art exalted to
heaven, shalt be brought
down to Hadēs.

I will ascend above the
brightness of the clouds;
yet shalt thou be brought
down to Sheōl, to the
sides of the pit.

Here Sheōl is explained by a synonym, “the sides of the
pit” (Heb. bōr1). This is an inspired and authoritative
definition, and explains that Sheōl means the place
“bored” in the earth – in other words, “the grave” –
and that Capernaum was to be brought down there.
Its proud and unbelieving inhabitants were buried in
the grave; and its houses and buildings are now buried in ruins.
2. Matthew 16:18
On this Rock will I build my Assembly, and the
gates of Hadēs shall not prevail against it.
Leaving aside the meaning of the word ecclesia, or
“assembly,” we note that the word rendered “prevail”
1. The Heb. ֹור( ּבbōr) is a rock-hewn sepulcher, as in Psalm 28:1;

30:3; 88:5; Isaiah 14:19. Our English “bore” is doubtless derived
from it. It is rendered “cistern” 10 times; “dungeon” 20 times,
“fountain” once; “well” 9 times and “pit” 42 times.
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We are not the replacement for Israel’s postponed prophetic destiny. – J. Blake Botner

is exceedingly strong. It means to prevail against or
over; to overcome and vanquish. It occurs elsewhere
only in Luke 23:23, where “the voices of them prevailed, and Pilate gave sentence that it should be as
they desired.” They “prevailed” against Pilate, but neither they nor the grave could prevail against Christ
– He rose again from Hadēs, or the grave. He gained
the victory over death and Hadēs, and His Assembly
will be conquerors too. They will one day shout,
O Hadēs, where is thy victory … Thanks be to
God which giveth us the victory through Jesus
Christ our Lord (I Corinthians 15:55-57).
This victory will be in resurrection, and resurrection
will be the great and abiding proof that Hadēs will
not prevail against “the dead in Christ,” even as it prevailed not against Him.
The expression “the gates of Hadēs” is further explained by reference to Isaiah 38:10; Job 38:17; Psalm
9:13; 107:18.
3. Luke 10:15
is the parallel of Matthew 11:23.

It is then merely a representation of dead people
speaking in the grave, as in Isaiah 14:9-20; and as
trees are represented as speaking in the parable of Jotham (Judges 9:8-13). The punctuation, as we know,
is absolutely human. In the Greek manuscripts there
is no trace of any punctuation of any kind whatsoever, nor is punctuation a matter of precedent or
human authority of any kind. It is entirely a matter
of the particular context and of agreement with the
general teaching of Scripture on the point in question.
Nor is the change we suggest made of our own imagination in order to support any theories of our own. It
is adopted by the Vulgate translation,3 which, though
not the original text, and of no authority as a Text,
is yet evidence of a fact. It is punctuated in the same
way by Tatian, Diatessarōn (a.d. 570) and Marcion
(a.d. 545), as well as in the Ancient Jerusalem Syriac
Version. The fact is that the first three words of :23
form, instead, the last three words of :22: a full stop
being placed after the word Hadēs, while the word
“and” is treated by this as meaning “also,” so that the
whole sentence would read thus:
But the rich man also died, and he was buried
also in Hadēs.

4. Luke 16:232
And in Hadēs he lift up his eyes.
Here we propose another punctuation, not that there
is the slightest difficulty if we take the words as they
stand and substitute “the grave” for “hell.”
2. [Editor:] See The Rich Man and Lazarus by the same author (see
order form, or at www.StudyShelf.com).

“Buried also” implies what is only inferred as to Lazarus, meaning that the one was buried as well as the
other. Whether or not this punctuation4 is allowed
does not affect the matter in the slightest degree, ►
3. Sepultus est in Inferno, “was buried in Hadēs.”
4. [Editor:] For more information on Bible punctuation and chapter/
verse divisions, see:
– Verses, Chapters, Paragraphs and Punctuation, Eugene Charles
Callaway, Bible Student’s Notebook #480.
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What a poor, pitiful, weak god Christianity serves, who is unable or unwilling to save the vast majority of His creation. – André Sneidar

for that is where he was buried in any case. It affects
only the place where he is said to “lift up his eyes.”
This is further shown by the fact that the three verbs
“died,” “buried” and “lift up” are not all in the same
tense as they appear to be from the English. The first
two are in the past tense, while the third is the present participle, ἐπάρας (eparas), “lifting up,” thus
commencing :23 with a new thought.
Those who interpret this passage as though Hadēs
were a place of life instead of death make it “repugnant” to every other place where the word occurs,
and to many other Scriptures which are perfectly
plain, e.g., Psalm 6:5; 31:17; 115:17; 146:4; Ecclesiastes 9:6, 10.
In any case, all that is material to our study here and
now is the one fact that the rich man died, and he
was “buried also in Hadēs,” i,e., “the grave.”
5. Acts 2:27
Thou wilt not leave my soul [i.e., me] in Hadēs.
6. Acts 2:31
His soul [i.e., He] was not left in Hadēs.
These two passages, being respectively the quotation and interpretation of Psalm 16:10, must have
the meaning that Sheōl there has, and show that
they speak “of the resurrection of Christ” (:31) from
the grave. This is clear if we read the whole context,
Acts 2:24-35, and 13:30-37. Hadēs is, here, the place
where “corruption” is seen; and “resurrection” is the
only way of exit from it.
7. I Corinthians 15:55

a | I will ransom them from the power of Sheōl;
b | I will redeem them from death;
b | O death, I will be thy plagues;
a | O Sheōl, I will be thy destruction.
8. Revelation 1:18
I have the keys of Hadēs and death.
This must mean that, in virtue of Christ’s resurrection, He has henceforth the power over death and the
grave. Satan will one day be deprived of his power
over death, which he now has according to Hebrews
2:14. When John sees Christ risen, not only from
the dead, but risen up from His seat (Luke 13:25) for
judgment in “the Day of the Lord” (Revelation 1:10),
he hears this wondrous proclamation of Christ’s
power, as well as His intention then to put forth that
power and to use it.
9. Revelation 6:8
His name … was Death, and Hadēs followed
with him.
The grave is that which follows after death. There, all
will be buried who shall be the victims of this “death,”
or pestilence, here foretold and personified.
10. Revelation 20:13
And death and Hadēs [marg., the grave] deliv-

O Hadēs, where is thy victory.
This is translated in the A.V. “O grave,” which is conclusive as to the meaning to be put upon the word
Hadēs.5
5. The R.V. has a Various Reading which repeats the word θάνατε
(thanate), “O death,” and transposes the words “sting” and “victory.” It is, in this passage, therefore, neutral for our purpose.
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Moreover, it is a quotation from Hosea 13:14, where
the Hebrew is Sheōl. The four lines in this verse are
arranged as an introversion, where the first line corresponds with the fourth, and the second with the
third. This shows that the word in I Corinthians
15:55 must be Hadēs and not “death.”
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We seek to cultivate fellowship, irrespective of denominational affiliations. – Vladimir Gelesnoff (1877-1921)

ered up the dead which were in them.
This teaches us that Hadēs contains, not living people, but “the dead” who “lived not again until the
thousand years were finished” (:5). This passage is
clear, and we are to explain the other ten passages so
that they are not “repugnant” to it.
11. Revelation 20:14
And death and Hadēs were cast into the lake of
fire. This is the second death.
This verse tells of the time when Hadēs or Sheōl, i.e.,
“the grave,” will no more exist, when the prophecy
of Hosea 13:14, will be fulfilled. Hadēs or the grave
no longer will be needed, for the all-sufficient reason given in Revelation 21:4, “there shall be no more
death.” Thus, for the last time, we learn what may be
gathered from all of the other passages, viz., that:
1. Hadēs is invariably connected with death but never
with life: always with dead people but never with
the living. All in Hadēs will “NOT LIVE AGAIN”
until they are raised from the dead (Revelation
20:5). If they do not “live again” until after they
are raised, it is perfectly clear that they cannot be
alive now. Language is useless for the purposes of
revelation when it is made to do away with the
great and fundamental doctrine of the Resurrection, which is the great fact that is being revealed;
2. The English word “hell” by no means represents
the Greek Hadēs, as we have seen that it does not
give a correct idea of its Hebrew equivalent, Sheōl.

3. Hadēs can mean only and exactly what Sheōl
means, viz., the place where “corruption” is seen
(Acts 2:31; cf. 13:34-37) and from which resurrection is the only exit (Revelation 20:5).
In the face of this result of our examination we may
well discard all of man’s ideas, imaginations and
thoughts.

We are commanded to “search the Scriptures” (John
5:39), and the word rendered “search” here6 means
to trace out as a lion or a hound traces its prey by
the trail or scent. Hence, the only way to find out the
true meaning of a word is to track it and follow it in
all of its occurrences, with the one object of observing and noting how the Holy Spirit of truth Himself
has used it.
This is what we have now done; for, only thus can we
arrive at the real meaning of a word or words with
“which the Holy Ghost teacheth”; only thus can we be
delivered from the traditions of men which make the
Word of God of none effect.
(edited)
— Things to Come, “Sheol,” Vol. 9 (March, 1903);
“Hades,” Vol. 10 (April, 1903)
Topics:
Major: Bible Translations; Divine Inspiration; Hades; Hell;
Sheol
Minor: Grave; Tradition

6. ἐρεύναω (ereunaō).
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The Absolute
and the Relative
by — Clyde L. Pilkington, Jr.

ne principle in Scripture is very helpful
in understanding many seeming contradictions. It’s the distinction between “the absolute” and “the relative.”

O

“The absolute” is defined by the Oxford
Dictionary as,
Not qualified or diminished in any way; total. … Viewed or existing independently and not
in relation to other things.
It defines “relative” as that which is,
considered in relation or in proportion to something else.
Let’s consider an example of how this works. Ponder
these two statements:

Rain comes from clouds.
Now, which of these two statements is true? Well,
they both are.
The first statement – that rain comes from God – is
the “absolute” view. The second statement – that rain

Memoir of Thomas
Whittemore
by — John G. Adams

order form.)

An untiring worker, Thomas
Whittemore (1800-1861) was
a staunch defender of Universalism, both as a
preacher, writer and editor.
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That rain comes from God is “not qualified
or diminished in any way.” That rain comes
from clouds is a consideration of the way
that we “relate” to the rain that falls.
Thus in Scripture we are told that, “the Lord
sends rain upon the earth” (I Kings 17:14) and
that “the clouds … full of rain … empty themselves
upon the earth” (Ecclesiastes 11:3). The first passage
speaks of the absolute, the second of the relative; the
former of the divine viewpoint, the latter of the human.
Now, let’s consider two pointed examples of the absolute and relative perspectives from Scripture.

“None Good but One”
Jesus said unto him, “Why callest thou Me good?
There is none good [ἀγαθός (agathos)1] but One,
that is, God” (Mark 10:18).

Rain comes from God.

390 pages, PB (See

comes from clouds – is the “relative” view.

This is the absolute truth. There are none that are
good, only God. He stands alone in absolute goodness.
1. Strong’s G18.

Commentary on the
Revelation of St.
John, the Divine
by — Thomas Whittemore

(1800-1861)
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Your next crisis is your next opportunity to trust our unfailing God.

However, there are indeed those in Scripture who are
relatively declared to be “good.” Let’s just cite a couple
of examples.
The Scriptures declare that Joseph of Arimathaea was
“a good man [ἀγαθός (agathos)], and a just” (Luke
23:50; while Joseph, the husband of Mary, was also
declared to be “just” Matthew 1:19).
Barnabus was also “a good man [ἀγαθός (agathos)]”
(Acts 11:24).
While the Scriptures declare only God to be ἀγαθός
(agathos: good), it uses the exact same Greek word to
make declarations regarding Joseph of Arimathaea
and Barnabus. The absolute and the relative are how
we understand these seeming contradictions.
That only God is good need not be qualified or diminished in any way. Joseph of Arimathaea and
Barnabus, on the other hand, were “good” by comparison to others who were unjust.
Not only are others in Scripture also relatively spoken of in this way, but many statements exist concerning men in general as “good.” Consider a couple
of examples.
For a good man [ἀγαθός (agathos)] some
would even dare to die (Romans 5:7).
A good man [ἀγαθός (agathos)] out of the good
treasure of his heart … (Luke 6:45).

The Hardening of Pharaoh’s Heart

We find another example of the contrast between the
absolute and the relative from the book of Exodus.
The hardening of Pharaoh’s heart is specifically mentioned 17 times in the space of 7 chapters. These 17
occurrences fall into three categories:
1. It’s stated as a fact that Pharaoh’s heart was hardened.
2. It’s stated that Pharaoh hardened his own heart.
3. It’s stated that it was God who hardened Pharaoh’s
heart.2
Let’s break down the 17 occurrences into these 3 categories:
Pharaoh’s Heart Was Hardened
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pharaoh’s heart is hardened (7:14).
Pharaoh’s heart was hardened (7:22).
Pharaoh’s heart was hardened (8:19).
The heart of Pharaoh was hardened (9:35).

►

2. [Editor:] For more information on “God’s Sovereignty,” see:

– Now We are Aware [Romans 8:28], James Coram, Bible Student’s Notebook #510;
– God in Everything, William Sibthorpe, Bible Student’s Notebook
#527;
– God Determines, Not Permits, Norman Grubb, Bible Student’s
Notebook #528;
– What God Wills, Happens; What He Wills Not, Won’t, George
Howe, Bible Student’s Notebook #334;
– What a Sovereign God Will Do and Will Achieve, Peter Feddema, Bible Student’s Notebook #335;
– Daily Goodies book, Clyde L. Pilkington, Jr. April 28 – May 28
(see order form).
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This book shares the message of real, meaningful life – Divine life; life that can
be lived and enjoyed daily!
The simple fact is that we are alive! Yet not just alive, but alive with the very life
of God! But questions arise in our minds: What about the past? What about the
future? We mustn’t allow our “What if …” imaginations of the past or the future
to lay claim to the present that God has given us.
Each of us must allow the objective, unchanging truth of who God has made us
in the Lord Jesus Christ to transform our minds. This is the spiritual message and
journey of “I Choose.”
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God is in charge – always has been, always will be. – Clyde L. Pilkington, Jr.

Pharaoh Hardened His Own Heart

1. Pharaoh … hardened his heart (8:15).
2. Pharaoh hardened his heart (8:32).
3. Pharaoh … hardened his heart (9:34).
God Hardened Pharaoh’s Heart
1. I will harden his heart (4:21).
2. I will harden Pharaoh’s heart (7:3).
3. He hardened Pharaoh’s heart (7:13).
4. The Lord hardened the heart of Pharaoh (9:12).
5. I have hardened his heart (10:1).
6. The Lord hardened Pharaoh’s heart (10:20).
7. The Lord hardened Pharaoh’s heart (10:27).
8. The Lord hardened Pharaoh’s heart (11:10).
9. I will harden Pharaoh’s heart (14:4).
10. The Lord hardened the heart of Pharaoh (14:8).
It’s stated as a fact that Pharaoh’s heart was hardened 4 times; 3 times that Pharaoh hardened his own
heart; 10 times that it was God Who hardened Pharaoh’s heart.

other is the human-viewpoint. One is absolute, while
the other is relative.

“Father”
A last quick example before we finish: my father was
Clyde L. Pilkington, Sr. He was a wonderful dad.
God is also my Father, and much more wonderful
beyond words. I am the offspring of both: one was
my progenitor, one my Creator; Clyde my “relative”
father, God my “absolute” Father.
Throughout Scripture we repeatedly see both the
absolute and the relative declared; both the divine
viewpoint as well as the human perspective given. If
we will remember this simple, yet greatly overlooked
principle, we’ll be amazed to find out how often it
will prove helpful in clearing up many apparent difficulties in Scripture.

Topics:
Major: Absolute and Relative; Good; Sovereignty
Minor: Pharaoh’s Heart

The ratio is 10:3 between God hardening Pharaoh’s
heart and Pharaoh hardening his own heart. While
both are true, one is the divine-viewpoint, and the
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___Also $10
• Appendixes to the Companion Bible
___ PB $20
___ Spiral, $30
___The Book of Job $20
___The Chief Musician (Psalms) (fc) $20
___Christ’s Prophetic Teaching $10
___The Christian’s Greatest Need $1
___The Church Epistles $20
___Commentary on Revelation $31
___Critical Lexicon & Concordance $50
___The Divine Names & Title $10
___E.W. Bullinger Biography (Carey) $20
___Figures of Speech $40
___Foundations of Dispensational Truth $20
___God’s Church $10
___God’s Purpose in Israel $10
___Great Cloud of Witnesses $19
___How to Enjoy the Bible (fc) $20
___Importance of Accuracy in the Study
of the Holy Scriptures $10
___The Knowledge of God $10
___The Lord’s Day $10
___The Mystery $10
___Name of Jehovah in the Book of Esther
$2
___Names & Order of the Books of the
OT $10
___Number in Scripture (fc) $16
___The Prayers of Ephesians $10
___Prophetic Study $10
___The Resurrection of the Body $10
___The Rich Man & Lazarus $10

___Second Advent: In Relation to … Gentile $5
___Second Advent: In Relation to the Jew
$10
___Second Advent: Premillennial $5
___Sheol & Hades $8
___Short Papers Vol. 1 $12
___Short Papers Vol. 2 $13
___Short Papers Vol. 3 $12
___Short Papers Vol. 4 $11
___The Spirits in Prison $10
Things To Come (fc)
(Bullinger’s Monthly Periodical,
Bound in Yearly Volumes – $20 each)
___Vol 1 (1894-5)
___Vol 3 (1896-7)
___Vol 5 (1898-9)
___Vol 7 (1900-1)
___Vol 9 (1902-3)
___Vol 11 (1905)
___Vol 13 (1907)
___Vol 15 (1909)
___Vol 17 (1911)
___Vol 19 (1913)

___Vol 2 (1895-6)
___Vol 4 (1897-8)
___Vol 6 (1899-1900)
___Vol 8 (1901-2)
___Vol 10 (1903-4)
___Vol 12 (1906)
___Vol 14 (1908)
___Vol 16 (1910)
___Vol 18 (1912)
___Vol. 20 (1914)

___Vol. 21 (1915)

___Master Index (Subject & Scripture) $10
___Complete 21 Set plus Index $290
($149 savings)
___The Transfiguration $10
___The Two Natures $10
___Vision of Isaiah $10
___Witness of the Stars (fc) $20
___Word Studies on the Holy Spirit $13
___Works of E.W. Bullinger Vo. 1 $50

James Burson
___The Cataclysmic Prophecies of the
Jews $20
___Humanity in the Arms of a Loving
Savior $15

Charles Callaway
___The Harmony of the Last Week (Callaway) $20
___A Harmony of the Eons (fc) $20

Edward Henry Clayton
___The Ages $5
___Select Writings of Edward Clayton (fc)
$8

John Essex
___The Deity of God $10
___God’s Celestial Purpose (Ephesians)
(fc) $15
___God’s Dwelling Place (fc) $15

___The Place of Humanity in God’s
Purpose (fc) $10
___Select Writings of John Essex: Vol. 1
(fc) $11
___Selection of Spiritual Songs &
Meditations (fc) $10

Vladimir Gelesnoff
___The Ages in the Scriptures (fc) $5
___The Pathway of Faith $5
___Paul’s Epistle to the Galatians $10
___Studies in Ecclesiastes $5

William B. Hallman
___The Apostle to the Gentiles (fc) $23
___ Biblical Hermeneutics (fc) $20
___Book of Daniel (fc) $11
___Book of Isaiah (fc) $9
___Book of Mark (fc) $19
___Book of Romans (fc) $9
___Dispensational Distinctions: Genesis
(fc) $20
___Epistle to the Hebrews (fc) $14
___Great Contrast (fc) $4
___The King and the Kingdom in History
and Prophecy (fc) $5
___Short Works of Hallman (fc) $11

J.W. Hanson
___The Bible Hell (fc) $10
___Bible Proofs of UR $13
___Bible Threatenings Explained (fc) $20
___A Cloud of Witnesses (fc) $22
___Greek Word Aion-Aionios $10
___A Pocket Cyclopedia to Universalist
Terms (fc) $6
___Universalism – First 500 Years (fc) $23

Stephen Hill
___Making the Most of the Bible $10
___Word on the Word Vol 1 $10

G.E. Hiller
___The Believer’s Critique of the “Bible”
(fc) $20
___The Christian Family (fc) $22
___The Great Question (fc) $21

Loyal F. Hurley
___A Harmony of Passion Week (fc) $4
___The Outcome of Infinite Grace (fc) $10

Warren Young Kimball
___The Eonian Evangel (fc) $14
___The Lake of Fire & the Consummation
(fc) $7
___Outcalled of Jesus Christ (fc) $17
___Search the Scriptures (fc) $12
___These Are the Sons of God (fc) $13
___To Know Him (fc) $14

Joseph Kirk
___Death, Resurrection, Immortality $10
___Reconciliation (Magazine 1942-1943)
(fc) $10
___The Savior of All Mankind $4
___Tracts of Joseph Kirk (fc) $10

A.E. Knoch
___All in All $10
___Blasphemy of the Spirit (w/ Coram) $3
___Commentary on Daniel (Paperback)
$10
___Commentary on Daniel (Hardback) $15
___Concordant Commentary $20
___The Divine Calendar $5
___Ecclesias of the Scriptures $7
___Eternal Torment, or Universal Reconciliation? $4
___The More Excellent Way $2
___The Mystery of the Gospel $11
___On Baptism $5
___Paul’s Ephesians: Chapters 1-3 $10
___Presenting the Truth in Love (Memoriam) (fc) $5
___The Problem of Evil $15
___A Reply to R.A. Torrey’s “The Exact
Truth Regarding an Eternal Hell” $5
___Salvation of the Unbeliever $2
___Spirit, Spirits & Spirituality $12
___Spiritual Gifts for Today $4
___Studies in I Corinthians 15 $5
___Systematic Studies in the Scriptures
(#1) $7
___To Enlighten All as to the Secret $5
___Two Studies on Heaven & Hell $3
___The Unveiling of Jesus Christ $25
___What is Mankind? The Soul? Death?
$5

Adlai Loudy

___Ecclesias of the Scriptures (fc) $7
___God’s Eonian Purpose (Paperback/
Hardcover) $13/$17
___The Image and Likeness of God (John- ___God’s Plan for Man (Loudy/Joyce) $10
son) (fc) $20
___The Gospel of Our Salvation $13
___Treasures of Truth: Volume 1 (Blay & ___How to Scripturally Study the ScripJohnson), (fc) $20
tures $5
___The Living and True God & The Son of
John Kessler
the Living God (fc) $7
___The Church which is His Body and the
___Meaning
and Usage of Gospel (fc) $7
Bride the Lamb’s Wife $11
___Paul’s
Ephesians:
Chapters 1-3 (fc) $10
___Forgotten Truths Reaffirmed (fc) $6

Melvin Johnson

___Paul’s Five Ministries (fc) $10
___Systematic Studies in the Scriptures
(#1) (fc) $7

Guy Marks
___Pillars of Truth (Romans) (fc) $12
___The Purpose of God’s Will (fc) $23

William R. Newell
___Old Testament Studies (fc) $23
___Paul vs. Peter $10
___Poems (fc) $5

J.C. O’Hair
___Bible Study for Bereans (10/36) (fc) $8
___From Melita to Miletum (fc) $7
___The Lost Precious Gem (fc) $9
___The Unsearchable Riches of Christ $20

Frank Neil Pohorlak
___Proponents for a Literal Translation
(fc) $7
___Scripture Research Study Sheets (fc) $30
___The Sequel Which Sustains $10

F.H. Robison
___Are Bride and Body Identical? (fc) $12
___Some Writings of F.H. Robison (fc) $13

George Rogers
___The First Dispensation (fc) $4
___Grace Tabernacle Studies (w/E.L. Crystal) (fc) $4
___The Promises to the Fathers (fc) $4
___Studies in Romans – Vol. 1, Chapters
1-8 (fc) $25

A.E. Saxby
___God in Creation, Redemption, Judgment, & Consummation $11
___God’s Ultimate (fc) $20
___The Second Death: An Enquiry (fc) $4

C.I. Scofield
___Epistle to the Galatians (fc) $7
___Rightly Dividing the Word of Truth $11

Otis Q. Sellers
___Christian Individualism (fc) $1
___The Dispensation of the Grace of
God & Acts 28:28 – A Dispensational
Boundary Line (fc) $7

W. Leon Tucker
___Studies in Romans (fc) $11
___“With Him,” or Studies in Ephesians
(fc) $12

Charles H. Welch
___Biblical Study Charts $30
___Charles H. Welch: An Autobiography
$20

___Dispensational Truth $23
___Hell, or “Free From the Blood of All
Men” (Welch) $6
___Hymns of Praise (fc) $13

___God’s Truths Recovered (Russino) $22
___The Great Revelation (Paton) (fc) $10
___Growing in the Realization of God
(McMahon) $5
___How
to Study the Bible (Wasson) (fc)
Thomas Whittemore
$10
___100 Scriptural Proofs / 150 Reasons for ___I Will Have One Doctrine & DisciSalvation of All (Whitemore/Manford)
pline (Purdy) $15
$10
___Identity Test (Lord) $2
___Commentary on Revelation (fc) $23
___ An Introductory Essay to Jeremiah
___The Doctrine of the Torments of Hell
White’s The Restoration of All Things
Overthrown (fc) $15
(Thom) (fc) $12
___Memoir of Thomas Whittemore
___Is Hell Eternal? (Pridgeon) (fc) $22
(Adams) (fc) $23
___Legend of Hell (Dearmer) $20
___Modern History of Universalism –
___The Lord’s Table (Giles) (fc) $12
1860, Vol. 1 (fc) $24
___ A Manual of Doctrinal Truths (Bynoe)
___The Plain Guide to Universalism (fc) $24
(fc) $7
___No
Equals (C.E.S.) $5
Other Authors
___Origin & History of Doctrine of
___After the Thousand Years (Trench) $20
Endless Punishment (Thayer) (fc) $21
___ Are You Brainwashed? (Romine) (fc)
___Paul: The Man & His Gospel (Hutton)
$4
(fc) $11
___ The Art of Conversation (Baker) (fc) $5 ___Real Story of Jesus Christ’s Birth (Pon___At the End of the Ages (Evely) $5
tis) $15
___Be Likeminded (Andersen) $11
___ The Restoration of All Things (White)
___The Best of J.R. Miller (Vol. 1) $10
(fc) $20
___The Bible in Brief (Rebmann) $10
___Restitution of All Things (Jukes) $12
___Bone of His Bone (Huegel)(fc) $12
___Rich Man & Lazarus (Kreamer) $10
___Check Your Panoply (Rocke) $10
___Rich Man & Lazarus (8-Author Com___Christ Triumphant (Allin) $13
bo) $20
___Christ Victorious Over All (Johnston)
___The Sabbath in Scripture (Butler) (fc) $4
(fc) $20
___ Salvation & Judgment in Matthew
___The Church’s Heavenly Character
(Hough) $2
(Mackintosh) $2
___Salvator Mundi (Cox) $18
___Claims of Rome (Smith) (fc) $10
___Simple Story of the Universe (Bentley)
___Collected Works of Earl M. Brown (fc)
(fc) $10
$13
___The Soul and the Unseen (Coram) $4
___Collected Works of Marvin Rice (fc) $20
___The Sovereignty of God (Addair) $5
___Comfort and Vision (Davis) (fc) $13
___Standing and State: Ephesians (Root) $13
___The Defense of the Christian Revela___The Story of the Rich Man & Lazarus
tion (Lyttleton/West) $20
(Burgener) $11
___Dictionary of Scripture Proper Names
___Studies in Acts (Martin) (fc) $25
(Jackson) $10
___Thoughts by the Way (Hayter) (fc) $4
___The Dispensations (Brown) (fc) $6
___Time and Eternity (Stevenson) (fc) $10
___The Divine Glory (Chauney) $3
___Union, or Christ and His Church
___The Doctrine of Substitution: An Er(Relly) $19
roneous Teaching (a Compilation) $10
___ Universal Restoration (Winchester)
___Endless Punishment (Sawyer) $20
(fc) $20
___Eonian: Everlasting or Age-Lasting?
___Universalist’s Book of Reference
(Todd) $4
(Guild) (fc) $23
___Evangel of the Circumcision & Uncir___Unveiled Glory/Unexpected Discovery
cumcision (Cooper) (fc) $7
(Hurnard/Smith) $5
___Examination … Eternal Punishment
___What is Sectism? Is it a Sin? or a Vir$19
tue? (Larsen) (fc) $5
___Fables of Infidelity (Patterson) $23
___What Is Truth? (Bast) $15
___The Fellowship of the Mystery (Side___What You Don’t See Is What You Get
bottom) $5
(Sorge) $2
___God’s Big Secret (Post) (fc) $7
___Why Paul? (Sandoz) $1
___God’s Rules for Scriptural
___Without Form and Void (Custance) $29
Interpretation (Peart) (fc) $18

___The Writings of Alan Burns (fc) $20

Biographies
___Charles H. Welch: An Autobiography
$20
___E.W. Bullinger Biography $20
___ Hosea Ballou (Safford) (fc) $22
___John Nelson Darby (Turner) (fc) $12
___The Life of Sir Robert Anderson (fc) $20
___The Lighter Side of My Official Life
(Anderson) (fc) $22
___ Memoir of Thomas Whittemore
(Adams) (fc) $23
___Presenting the Truth in Love (Knoch)
(fc) $5
___The Steps I Have Taken (Pilkington) $5

Histories
___ The Ancient History of Universalism
(Ballou) $22
___History of Opinions on the Scriptural
Doctrine of Retribution (Beecher) $30
___Josephus & the Bible (Pollock) (fc) $5
___Modern History of Universalism –
1860, Vol. 1 (Whittemore) (fc) $24
___Pagan Christianity (Viola & Barna) $18
___Universalism – First 500 Years
(Hanson) (fc) $23

Periodicals
Bible Student’s Notebook
___Master Index (1-625) $6
Bound Volumes
(Note: We recommend ordering the
latest volumes first! – $20 each)
___Vol 26 (626-650)
___Vol. 24 (576-600)
___Vol. 22 (526-550)
___Vol. 20 (451-500)
___Vol 18 (426-450)
___Vol 16 (376-400)
___Vol 14 (326-350)
___Vol 12 (276-300)
___Vol 10 (226-250)
___Vol 8 (176-200)
___Vol 6 (126-150)
___Vol 4 (76-100)
___Vol 2 (26-50)

___Vol 25 (601-625)
___Vol. 23 (551-575)
___Vol. 21 (501-525)
___Vol 19 (451-475)
___Vol 17 (401-425)
___Vol 15 (351-375)
___Vol 13 (301-325)
___Vol 11 (251-275)
___Vol 9 (201-225)
___Vol 7 (151-175)
___Vol 5 (101-125)
___Vol 3 (51-75)
___Vol 1 (1-25)

___“Complete Set” $416 ($4 off each
vol.; $104 total savings)
Questions and Answers (Morgan) (fc)
___ Volumes 1&2 (1942-1944) $20
___ Volumes 3&4 (1944-1946) $20
___ Volumes 5&6 (1946-1948) $20
___ Volumes 7&8 (1948-1950) $20
___ Volumes 9&10 (1950-1953) $20
___ Complete set $80 ($20 savings)
Reconciliation (Kirk/Bunce) (fc)
___Issues 1942-1943 $10

(continued on next page)

Treasures of Truth (Blay/Johnson) (fc)
___Vol. 1, Installments 1-12 (1971-1974)
$20
Universalist’s Miscellany (Vidler) (fc)
___Vol 1 (fc) $27
___Vol 2 (fc) $27
___Vol 3 (fc) $27
___Vol 4 (fc) $27
___4 Volume Set $100

Reference Works
• Appendixes to the Companion Bible
___PB $20
___Spiral, $30
___Biblical Study Charts (Welch) $30
___Critical Lexicon & Concordance $50
___Figures of Speech $40
___Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance $25
___Young’s Analytical Concordance $25

Tracts

Concordant Literal
• NT - Hardcover (w/Keyword Concord.)
___Blue $25
___White $25
___NT - Paperback $15
___OT - Hardcover $40

Bullinger’s Companion Bible
___O & NT Hardcover $55
___O & NT Enlarged Type Hardcover
$65
___O & NT Black Bonded Leather $83
___O & NT Black Genuine Leather $90
___NT Paperback w/o Appendix (fc) $28

Line 1:________________________

Emphatic Diaglott

_____________________________

___Acts & Paul’s Epistles (Enlarged Type)
(fc) $20

Line 2:________________________

Ferrar Fenton

_____________________________

___O & NT Hardcover $40
___O & NT Bonded Leather $60

Line 3:________________________

Parallel Literal

_____________________________

___NT Vol. 1 Paperback $20
___NT Vol. 2 Paperback $20
___NT – 2 Vol. Set Paperback $35
Rotherham’s Emphasized

Bibles

___Which Is Better? (380 personalized
tracts up to 3 lines, 35 characters per
line) $4

___O & NT Hardcover $50
Weymouth’s

Subtotal

_________

Sales Tax (6% PA)

_________

S&H (US: 15% - $3.99 min.) _________
TOTAL

_________

___NT Paperback $20
___NT Hardcover $35
Young’s Literal
___O & NT Paperback $ 40
___O & NT Hardcover $ 55

• Appendixes to the Companion Bible
___PB $20
___Spiral, $30
Dabhar Translation
• New Testament (fc)
___PB $30
___HC $45
___Spiral $40
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